
THE BOSKONE XX QUIZ

Prizes will be awarded for the most accurate — or most original — answers. All 
entries must be turned in at the Information Desk by noon Sunday. You can work in teams 
or ask people to help. Members of the committee are ineligible to compete, but can provide, 
help or suggestions (though they may be wrong).

NAME BADGE NUMBER.

ADDRESS _________________________________________ __________________________________

HOTEL ROOM NUMBER 

1. What is the number of Heinlein’s Beast? '

2, Which doctor helped build the Bride of Frankenstein?

3. Who were the commanders of the Seaview?____________________________________________
V. i .

4. Name the women that NO adaptation of Dracula can keep straight. 

5. On which planet is Morgan Ghane a criminal?

6. In which room are the Hucksters located? _________

7. Who recorded the soundtrack for the newest Flash Gordon movie? 

8. Who was Foggy Nelson’s partner in a storefront law office? 

9. Name the Christ figure in The Stand. ___________________________________

10. What was Emma Peel’s maiden name?____________ _________________________________________

11. The 1970 World Science Fiction Convention was held in what city? 

12. Name the most famous of Mack Reynold’s detective.

13. If it gets too warm, you start to decompose. You need cool air. Who wrote this story?

14. List one of John D. McDonald’s science fiction books. 

15. The Filch is present in what game? ________________________________________________

16, 17, 18. Name three of the eleven chiefs of the Wolfriders.

16.____________________________________________________________________________________
17.____________________________________________________________________________________
18.

19. What sort of ship was the "Nostromo"? _________________________________________________



20. Name Chet Kinsman's Russian counterpart.

21. Who was Yngvi? _________:_____________________________________________________________

22. What does one do when one GAFIATES? .

23. What is the Spacesuit name? •

24. What town are Brad & Janet from?'

25. Who was the Guest of Honor at Boskone 7?___________________________________________ ___

26. This J. D. was the star of the. Time Tunnel. , ■

27. What was the matter with the puppeteer Nessus? '

28. Where did The Shining take plate? __________________________________________________

29. Where would you find a secret master of fandom?‘;

30, 31, 32. Name three of the ten Skeksis.

30. . . •_____________

31.___________________________________________________ _  •_______ -- - .
32.___________________________ J___________________i _______ ______________

33. What is question #13 bn next year’s quiz? 
it

34. The Lesser Redoubt has lost its power. Where are you? ' 

35. Name three members of Section G.   ___________

-----------------;:.-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 1--------------------------------- -------w-------------------------------- --------------- - -- ---------

36. ”Wild^B-ill Williams, Meteor Miner” was whose secret identity? ___________  . ; _________

37. What do the partners see Dragons as? ________________

38._ What is corflu? ____ _______________;____________________  ■ ---------

39._ Name one of the officers of NESFA. ___________ . _______________

40. How many rings were there in Middle Earth?   . _____ ___——--
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